The Quarantime Company is a fellowship for everyone who
feels in the mood for a change of life. Every year the statistics prove that more and more people get caught in time,
they lose their bodies in time and later on they are diagnosed
as suffering from burnout. We´re free to tell you that time is
not why we live - it´s not our path! God didn´t say that we
should be slaves of time. Every friend of QT is a free person
who lives without timetroubles and timetables. We enjoy our
lives, we keep up the good things in life! We don´t believe
that a break-up or the death of a beloved person should stop
our own timelime. Friends of QT know how to handle such
negative energy and transform it into good vibrations. We
give you a special feeling of reliability, because time passes
too fast. Everyone is an individual, every human being is
special. You are special, you´re one of god´s creations.

“If we walk in the light, as he is in the light, we have fellowship one with another.“ (1Jo 1,7) As a matter of fact our
fellowship believes that god sends us his light.
“And the earth was without form, and void; and darkness was
upon the face of the deep. And the Spirit of God moved upon
the face of the waters. And God said, Let there be light: and
there was light. And God saw the light, that it was good: and
God divided the light from the darkness. And God called the
light Day, and the darkness he called Night. And the evening
and the morning were the first day.” (Genesis 1:2-5 KJV)
Bad companies exploit the earth and cut down the (rain)
forests for their own immortal enrichment. They destroy
the world! The Earth is heating up. The early warning signs
of global climate change are in - heat waves and warmer
weather, spreading diseases, earlier spring arrival,
volcano ash clouds and tsunamis.

But the destruction of the world has fallouts, the darkness
grows. We believe that god wants revenge and that´s why
he sends us a light that changes the world and our paths.
But we are prepared for that change. It´s a spiritual light, a
light that keeps us on god´s path if we use it the right way.
We share our knowledge about this special gift with all
friends of QT - there are no secrets among the fellowship.
We know that the light can be bad, if you use it wrongly, but
we have safe spaces behind the light. As a friend of QT, you
don´t have to worry about good and evil - you only have to
live your life!
Time ceases to exist,

it´s now what you make of it - Quarantime.
Get your space now,

before you regret it in 2011.

CONTACT
getyourspace@quarantime.com

